Abstract. The knowledge of baryonic resonance properties and production cross sections plays an important role for the extraction and understanding of medium modifications of mesons in hot and/or dense nuclear matter. We present and discuss systematics on dielectron and strangeness production obtained with HADES EPJ Web of Conferences
Introduction
The dynamical generation of hadron masses is one of the great topics of nuclear physics nowadays. The underlying QCD symmetry responsible for the masses is called chiral symmetry and is spontaneously broken in the vacuum but expected to be (partially) restored inside a dense and/or hot nuclear medium [1] . Most promising experimental observables of this restoration are the decays of medium modified short lived vector mesons via a virtual photon into a dilepton pair, as the decay products only experience small final state interaction and hence deliver the undistorted information to the detectors [2] . However, the connection between a distorted QCD vacuum and specific particle properties is not straightforward and can at the moment not be clearly defined. Therefore, hadronic models, which take the modification of the meson spectral function -due to its coupling via resonances to the surrounding medium-into account, are needed to predict specific particle properties for given nuclear densities and temperatures [3] . Experimentally, dilepton measurements are extremely challenging as apart from the small branching ratio of the electromagnetic decay of order 10 −4 and huge combinatorial background, one has to disentangle several broad and overlapping contributions in the reconstructed spectrum. Clearly in order to find a modification of one specific source all other contributing sources must be under control. Moreover, it was realized that even in p+p collisions particle production via intermediate resonances can modify the Breit-Wigner shape of short lived particle states like for example the ρ meson mainly due to kinematical constraints [4] [5] [6] . These modifications can hardly be disentangled from medium modification of spectral functions in hadronic models or the restoration of chiral symmetry as in all cases the presence of baryons are at the origin of such changes. Therefore, systematic and accurate measurements are needed, in order to get a, as far as possible, complete picture.
HADES
HADES is a fixed-target, high-acceptance and multi-propose spectrometer capable of measuring dielectron as well as hadron observables. The physics program ranges from HIC over elementary n+p and p+p collisions up to pion and proton induced reactions on heavy nuclei (cold nuclear matter). It is located at the Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung (GSI) in Darmstadt which provides already now high intensity ion (10 8 ions/s) and proton beams at energies up to 3.5 A GeV and will be extended to higher beam intensities (up to 10 12 ions/s) and energies (35 A GeV) with the upcoming FAIR facility. The key features of the apparatus, see Fig. 1 , are its huge geometrical acceptance covering the full azimuthal angle and polar angles from 18
• to 85
• . The time resolution is around 90 ps while the momentum resolution for electrons is 1.5% at 0.5 GeV/c momentum. The detectors can be read out fast with a peak rate of up to 50 kHz. While hadrons are identified based on the time of flight measurement and on the energy-loss information in the tracking detectors and the time-of-flight walls, for electrons additional identification power is gained by dedicated RICH and SHOWER detectors. A detailed description can be found in [7] . a e-mail: Lorenz@physik.uni-frankfurt.de 00015-p.2 2 , is dominated by direct decays of vector mesons. In the following, the data will be compared to a tuned version of the high energy event generator PYTHIA. Although PYTHIA is usually used to describe particle production in the high energy regime ( √ s > 10 GeV) and generates particles according to a quark and antiquark string fragmentation model (Lund model), it was shown in [8] that by a parameter adjustment a satisfactory description of p+p reactions at 3.5 GeV can be achieved. The decay of hadrons contributing to the dielectron spectrum is modeled by the PLUTO event generator [9] . The cross sections of the long-lived sources, the Dalitz decays of π 0 and η mesons as well as the direct decay of ω mesons, are estimated by fitting the simulated contributions to the measured yield in the corresponding regions, where the respective sources dominate the dielectron spectrum. The contribution from the ω Dalitz decay is fixed by its known branching ratio and the defined cross section of its direct decay channel. The decay of the pseudoscalar (π 0 , η) and vector meson Dalitz decays are adopted according to [10] including electromagnetic transition form factors. The transition form factors used for the direct vector mesons decays are based on the vector meson dominance model (VMD) [11] .
00015-p.3 The contributions of short-lived sources like the ρ and Δ are much more difficult to constrain. The dielectron yield originating from Δ Dalitz decays can only be roughly constrained by the invariant mass distribution at the shoulder of the η contribution around 0.5 GeV /c 2 and on the right side of the peak structure of the direct ω decay at masses larger than 0.85 GeV /c 2 . The dielectron yield of the direct decays of the ρ meson can be constrained on both sides of the ω peak, which complicates the situation since also Δ Dalitz decays contribute in both regions. Additional constraints, especially in case of the Δ can be gained from the momentum distributions, which differ strongly for the different sources. Following this discussion, it is clear that for fixing at the same time several overlapping broad contributions at different points in the spectrum a solid knowledge of their shape is of eminent importance. Unfortunately the knowledge on the pattern of dielectron emission from broad resonances is very limited and has to be guessed to some extent. It depends on several parameters and most of them can only be approximately constrained by data or theory up to now: -Mass dependent width and branching ratio: The masses of the Δ and ρ are generated according to relativistic Breit-Wigner distributions including a mass dependent total width Γ tot (m). In case of the Δ the mass dependence is calculated by its dominant decay channel to π+N according to:
with Γ pole , m pole and q pole representing the Δ width, mass and the pion momentum in the Δ rest frame at the resonance pole, while L=1 is the quantum number of the orbital momentum and F cutof f , the cut off parameter which will be discussed in the next item. The momentum term reflects the decrease of the decay probability towards small momenta, due to the fact that the pion must be generated at increasingly large distance from the nucleon in order to conserve the angular momentum.
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The mass dependent branching ratio
1 is taken according to [12] and was found to deliver more favorable results compared to other parametrization. -Cut off function: For the mass states far above the resonance pole it is quite natural to assume that the probability to populate these states decreases asymptotically to 0. In literature several cut off parameterizations can be found [13, 14] . All of them are in good agreement in the region around the pole which is well constrained by photo absorption and π + +p elastic scattering experiments. The asymptotic behavior however can only be guessed.
2 As cut-off the parametrization from [13]
with δ 2 = 0.04 GeV 2 is used. The asymptotic resonance width is then proportional to the pion momentum q, which seems to be reasonable since it reflects phase space.
-Electromagnetic transition form factors: Depending on the 4-momentum transfer q 2 = (ΔE) 2 − (Δp) 2 one defines the virtual photon to be space like or time like. If q 2 > 0 the photon mainly transfers energy and is called time like, while for q 2 < 0 mainly momentum is transferred and the photon is called space like. While in the space like region the electromagnetic transition form factors of the N-Δ transition are well constrained by data, no data and no solid theoretical parametrization exists for the time-like region. Therefore the magnetic form factor is approximated by its value at the photon point 3 , while the electric and Coulomb form factor terms are much smaller and neglected, like it is proposed in [12] . The transition form factors used for the direct vector meson decays, in particular the ρ, are based on the vector meson dominance model (VMD) [11] which on the other hand is based on the pion transition form factors.
The resulting dielectron cocktail compared to the data is shown in Fig. 2 . The cocktail describes the spectrum with fair agreement apart from the region between the η shoulder and the direct ω decay peak structure from ≈ 0.5 GeV /c 2 to ≈ 0.7 GeV /c 2 . The strength of the Δ contribution is mainly constrained by the transverse momentum P t of the dielectron [4] . A better description may be achieved by changing either the shape of the ρ or the Δ contribution e.g. by coupling the ρ to the Δ resonance using a different parametrization of the transition form factor or by introducing higher lying resonance which couple via the ρ (VMD) to the virtual photon. Indeed the up to now best description of the data (M ee , as well as P t and Y ee ) is achieved by using a version of the GiBUU which includes this coupling of the ρ to higher lying resonances [5] . This results in a strong modification of the shape of the ρ meson. This modification can be understood first of all by the underlying reaction which changed from NN → NNρ
to
In the latter one the available phase space for the ρ meson is smaller, thus the low mass part of the ρ is populated more strongly. Secondly, this effect is enhanced by contributing resonances like the D 13 (1520) with pole masses below the N+ρ threshold which favorably populate the low mass part of the ρ. However the question arises whether it makes then sense anymore to 1 Note that the branching ratio values listed by the PDG are always validated around the pole mass and are expected to change as a function of the mass. The effect can easily be illustrated by moving away from the pole mass below the threshold of the dominant decay channel at the pole, where the branching ratio will clearly change strongly. Moreover, the branching ratio, the widths and the lifetime of a particle are entangled on the quantum level, which might cause unpredictable effects. 2 The question becomes even philosophic if one moves so far away from the pole that the actual mass value already agrees with the pole mass of the next higher lying resonance with equal quantum numbers, e.g. Δ(1232) and Δ(1600).
3 real photon with m=0 00015-p.5 distinguish between the ρ and baryonic resonance contributions as they are strongly coupled anyhow.
Cold nuclear matter and HIC
Due to the problems in the theoretical description of the dielectron yield we focus on the comparison to elementary data in this paper. According to the systematics on dielectron emission obtained in p+p and d+p collisions at various beam energies by the DLS collaboration [15] it is save to conclude that at the kinetic beam energy of 3.5 GeV isospin effects play only a secondary role. Therefore in order to extract medium effects in p+Nb the above discussed p+p data at the same kinetic beam energy of 3.5 GeV/c is a valuable reference. According to hadronic models, possible modifications should be most pronounced for relative momenta to the medium smaller than 0.8 GeV/c. As this region is experimentally challenging to access, the current data represent the first measurement of induced dielectron emission from cold nuclear matter in this kinematic region and should be therefore more sensitive to these changes than previous experiments. We compare the shape in the invariant mass spectra separately for pairs from p+Nb collisions with momenta larger and smaller 0.8 GeV/c to the p+p data in the same kinematic regions scaled to the number of participants and the total reaction cross section. While for pairs with P ee < 0.8 GeV/c no significant difference in the vector meson mass region within the systematic uncertainties indicated by the colored bands in the left side Fig. 3 , is visible, the situation changes completely for small momenta: Here one observes a strong e + e − excess yield below the ω pole mass, as can be seen in the left panel of Fig. 3 . Although the e + e − yield at the ω pole mass is not reduced, the underlying smooth distribution is enhanced, thus reducing the yield in the peak to almost zero within errors. Due to its large total width, the ρ meson is believed to be the dominating source for radiation from the medium. Therefore, we attribute the additional broad contribution to ρ-like channels. The observed decrease of the ω yield, compared to the p+p indicates that absorption of ω mesons dominates over feeding from secondary reactions. For more details, see [16] . Having this pronounced modification one would expect an even stronger one, when moving to HIC. Indeed, comparing the dielectron yield from Ar+KCl collisions at a kinetic beam energy of 1.76 A GeV, normalized to the neutral pion multiplicity, in the invariant mass region 00015-p.6 between 0.15 GeV/c and 0.5 GeV to various reference spectra a strong excess is observed, see Fig. 4 (the energy dependence is taken out to some extent due to the normalization). Note that the comparison to various references is needed at this energy due to possible isospin effects, moreover a detailed comparison in the vector meson mass region is unfortunately hampered by low statistics. In the region of the excess one expects a strong contribution of baryonic resonance (compare the calculated dielectron cocktail in Fig. 2 ). However, following our line of argumentation it is questionable whether one can clearly distinguish between baryonic resonance and ρ contributions. In this sense, the emerging picture would be a suppression of particle like states (ω-meson) in favor of broad baryonic/ρ-like contribution inside the medium. However it is clear that for a more solid understanding of these modifications it is of paramount to better control the different resonance contribution e.g. Δ(1232), N(1520) and N(1535). At least their relative contribution in the p+p data will be constrained by an exclusive channel analysis of HADES data expected to be finalized within this year.
Strangeness production
The understanding of resonances containing strangeness is of great importance for the understanding of theK-N potential, which can be extracted by comparing transverse momentum spectra to transport models [18] . However before doing so, the properties and production rates of those resonances have to be under control, as they might modify the measured momentum distribution either by late decays as shown in [19] , or by direct coupling of the meson to the resonances inside the medium, similar to the case of the vector mesons. For the later one the Λ(1405) is considered to be a major player as it's pole mass lies slightly below theK-N threshold. Theoretically the Λ(1405) is treated within a coupled channel approach, based on chiral dynamics. In this ansatz it is dynamically generated by superpositions of different states with the excitation either in the meson cloud or in the quark core. To constrain the different contributions the only experimental observable below theK-N threshold is the spectral shape of this resonance extracted from its decays to a Σπ state. Based on the analysis of the reaction p+p → p+K + +(Σ +π) 0 at 3.5 GeV kinetic beam energy, HADES has measured the first data on the decay of the Λ(1405) resonance into charged final states. The spectral shape, the polar production angle, and the production cross-section could be extracted in [20] . The efficiency and acceptance-corrected missing mass distribution shows a peak structure clearly below 1.4 GeV/c 2 . The best agreement between data and simulation 00015-p.7 2 results in the gray dashed histogram which fails to describe the experimentally observed peak structure. In addition the contributions of Λ(1520) (green), Σ(1385) (purple) and non resonant Σπ (red) production obtained by full scale simulation and carefully tested by various consistency checks, are displayed in Fig. 5 . The analysis of its polar angle distribution suggests that the Λ(1405) is produced isotropically in the p-p center of mass system.
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